
                                                                                                    

2020 M. LIETUVOS AUTOMOBILIŲ KROSO ČEMPIONATO IV ETAPAS 
2020 M. LIETUVOS AUTOMOBILIŲ KROSO TAURĖS IV ETAPAS 

2020 LITHUANIAN AUTOCROSS CHAMPIONSHIP IV STAGE 
2020 LITHUANIAN AUTOCROSS CUP IV STAGE 

 

DRIVERS’ BRIEFING 
 
1. EVENT PROGRAM AND HEAT RUNNING ORDER WILL BE PUBLISHED IN OFFICIAL 
NOTICE BOARD.  
 
2. PREPARING IN THE PRIE-START ZONE 
- Drivers have to come to the prie-start zone within 3 min. after the class before has started. 
 
3. SAFETY IN THE TRACK 
- In case when car stops in the track the driver first of all has to show to the marshal that he is 
ok. To get out from the car is permitted only when it is safe to do it or when marshal allows it. 
- After getting out of the car you must urgently get to the safe place outside the track borders. 
- Come back to the car or take any action by the car when the heat is still running is strictly 
prohibited. 
 
4. START PROCEDURE 
- Marshal informs about preparing for start while passing through the starting zone with green 
flag. 
- The table with sign                  is raised. 
 
- in the period of 5 sec. from raising the table the green signal light is switched on - START 
 
5. „FALSE START“ 
- In case of making false start in the qualification heats the heat is not stopped. Driver who 
does the false start, gets 15 sec. time penalty to his time of that qualification heat 
- In case of making false start in Final heats (also B final) the heat is stopped. All the marshal 
posts will signal with red flags. Driver who does the false start will get warning. Any other driver 
making the false start in the asme final will be excluded from the final. 
    
6. EXITING THE TRACK 
- Exit of the track is indicated in the safety plan, in the official notice board. Also, the marshal will 
indicate the exit with the flag after heats. 
 
7. COMPETITORS’ LIAISON OFFICER 
- All announcments, protests, questions to the officials about the running of the event or results 
first of all has to be given to the competitors’ liaison officer. 
 
 

Competitors’ liaison officer:  AUDRIUS KLIMINSKAS 
 
Tel. nr.: +370 683 13952 
Languages: Lithuanian. / English / Russian. 
 
 

5 sek. 


